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In the current world, having a good relationship is the key to sustain and secure 
political and diplomatic relationships between two countries. In the past, powerful 
countries used military or weapons, known as hard power. However, at present, wars 
and physical means no longer applies; thus, soft power is an instrumental way to 
achieve a good relationship between countries.  
This thesis will examine the Chinese Confucius Institutes, an organization of 
Chinese government initiative in learning language and culture internationally 
throughout the world, which is applied in the case of Thailand, who is known for 
having a brotherhood-like relationship with China for decades. This research will 
examine the relationship between Confucius institutions and its scholarship in 
Thailand. In conclusion, the question of whether or not their relationship is a 
zero-sum or win-win game to play.  
This thesis concludes that China is moving in the good momentum in sharing 
language and culture at current status, especially in Thailand that Chinese seems to be 
equally important as English language but not in European countries nor neither in 
America. It is a challenge for China next steps to gain more reputation in cultural 
platform. Another insightful theme for China is how to solve the CIs issue in 
academic situations with America and west countries. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Background 
Thailand and China share the similarity of culture, wisdom, and language. Due to 
the fact that Thailand has the largest oversea Chinese community in the world with 
about 9 million people which is 14 percent of a whole Thai population in 2012 (CIA, 
the world fact book Thailand), and has taking a major roles in Thai business sector, 
politics. In modern time, China has the most rapidly and successful economic in the 
world but yet with its image. In the 17th National Congress of the Communist Party 
of China in October 2007, Chinese President Hu Jintao delivered his keynote speech 
emphasizing why and how Chinese culture has to be enhanced as the country’s “soft 
power”. Thus, Chinese government has been focusing on its foreign policies. In other 
words, softer power applies in several Chinese diplomatic and politic. There are many 
eyes on China next steps on promoting its soft power, one of reason could say it is a 
big country with a big economic that definitely can affect the whole world situation.  
As a result, critic is everywhere. George Chen is the SCMP1’s financial editor 
and a Yale World Fellow; he mentioned “As the world's No1 economy, China has 
plenty of reasons to improve its image around the world. However, a better strategy to 
demonstrate China's "soft power" is not as simple as climbing the ranking of global 
economic power by showing how big the economy is. No country can just spend 
money to buy soft power.” In this regards, it is no soft power to buy if you looking at 
the wrong place. There is no doubt about how successful of Confucius Institute, 
Chinese language and culture learning center. The number of CIs around the world 
compare with other institutes such as, Germany’s Goethe institute, France’s Alliance 
Francoise, and Britain British council which has established before CIs but has much 
less number than CIs. In less than 10 years of presence, there were already more CIs 
than branches of the British Council, which was founded over 60 years ago. The 
Alliance Francoise has the biggest network, with 1,081 branches, but has been in 
                                                        
1  SCMP stand for South China Making Post, it is a Hong Kong English-language newspaper and Hong 
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existence for over 120 years0. The spreading of CIs seems to specify a step of haste, 
which is possibly one reason why they have proved controversial. However, in 
Thailand at the moment, according to Student Centered Learning Thailand, believes 
“China’s influence on Thai education comes at a critical time and China’s influence 
and aid may help turn around the alarming and continuing erosion of Thai education.” 
The fact is that Thai students kept falling on national and international tests. 
According to universal scores, Thai students’ performance has dropped from ‘good’ in 
1985 to ‘fair’ in 1998 and ‘poor’ in 2000. Thus, the question is “Can CIs and its 
program help boost up a higher Thai education and relationships?”. Presently, the 
amount of the CI in Thailand is 14 and the Confucius classroom is 11. In Thailand 
with more than 7,000 Chinese volunteers showing the greatest number in Southeast 
Asia. The Confucius Institute is introduced as a non-profit educational institution on 
its official website and its aim of establishment are as follows. Mainly, CI’s aims to 
provide resources and services in Chinese language and cultural teaching. It also 
strengthens educational and cultural exchange and cooperation between China and 
other countries. At the same time, it enhances the comprehension in both Chinese 
language and culture, and creates the deep friendly relationships with other nations 
around the world. In addition, it helps promote the development of multiculturalism as 
well as harmonious world. The values that the Chinese government claims to stand for 
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Objective of study 
The objective study of Chinese CIs soft power in Thailand is simply to examine 
the perception of people who works in CI Thailand, and some MA scholarship 
students program. There are many related literature on “Chinese soft power on CIs”, 
but rarely that focus in Thailand. Most of the papers tend to questioned and is 
suspicious about the impression of CIs communist era. Especially in the US, that 
many had turned down CIs. The main reasons are may academic freedom concerned. 
Varity of academic materials on internet is focusing on CIs project at the moment; 
China foreign policy peaceful rise is now watching by the world. However, this paper 
will clarify all the ambitious on CIs soft power in Thailand.   
Research question 
In order to discuss the arguments, this research will deal with some important 
questions that are critical to explore the ambitious on CIs soft power in the world and 
in Thailand. These research questions are aiming on the perception about CI in 
Thailand and its scholarship. 
1. What are the roots of education relationship between Thailand and China? 
2. SWOT analysis of CIs in Chulalongkorn, Kasetsart and MaeFahLuang University 
Thailand. 
3. What is Thai student’s perception towards CIs scholarship, Teaching Chinese 
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Methodology 
In this thesis, I have based the research by using qualitative method. Which semi 
structure interview and unstructured interview were applied on this research. To get 
the raw and variety results, finding the right and suitable person to interview helps a 
lot in reliable information. Besides qualitative method, scholarly analysis was also 
used to describe a lot in Chapter two, Confucius Institute in as Chinese soft power, 
and chapter three, Confucius Institute in Thailand. Also I have collect the related 
literature, which I looked for the key words as like, Confucius Institute, China, 
Thailand and Soft power. There were already many of study focusing on CIs soft 
power analysis. Which all the articles are easy to access through Xiamen University 
library database or an online journals by these follows, Jstor, Wiley online, Sage 
publications, Oxford journals, Cambridge journals, ProQuest, Blackwell. Moreover, I 
used Thai database website like Pantip2, it is helpful to get a range of Thai’s 













                                                        
2Pantip.com is a popular Thai-language website and discussion forum. As of March 2016, Pantip.com was one of 
the top 10 websites in Thailand. Discussions about Thai politics and current events on Pantip.com's topic boards 
are often cited in the Thai press, particularly in such English-language newspapers as the Bangkok Post and The 

















The structure of this research is to first build up the general understanding of soft 
power and later on how China adapt it with Confucius institutes (Hanban) 
organization and more specially the CIs in Thailand. As can see, there are total five 
Chapters which are three minor subtopics each. The first chapter pointed out the most 
important thing which is objective of study which basically explained why I interested 
to do research on CIs in Thailand topic. Follows by how and what methodology I 
have used to comprehensive the ideas about the research questions, each questions are 
the guideline in each chapter. I hope that it will help the reader easily to focus on the 
main idea. 
Chapter two will focus on how China apply soft power on CIs, and all the related 
criticisms will be discussed, and how to see the potentials of language and culture can 
make the differences.  
Chapter three is all about CIs in Thailand. On the base of investigating the 
historical relations between China and Thailand. Readers can see what are the 
perception of people who woks in CIs Thailand think about the institute, and what are 
pros, cons, opportunities and threats. Moreover to see such influences as Princess 
Sirindorn made with China and Thailand relationship.    
Chapter four in the question of whether or not the Confucius scholarship is 
successful among the Thai master students who are currently study in the program. 
The perception in the programs and scholarship can contribute a lot in improving the 
program in future.  
Chapter five is to conclude Thailand and China relationships in terms of 
education achievement so far, and analysis the current situation and suggestion for 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 
Soft Power and Public Diplomacy 
The early 1990 Nye (2004) was the first person to point out the importance of the 
so-called soft power in international relations. He explains, normally we always 
understand the "power" means the ability to obtain the results we want (the ability to get 
the outcomes one wants) such as the use of military power or economic know as hard 
power to encourage other countries point of view towards their country by using sticks 
or carrots so on. However, the variations that might be ignored or overlooked is the soft 
power which is the power to make other countries follow our requirements (co-opt) 
where we do not need to force (coerce) or any exchange whatsoever. In other words, it 
is the ability to make others satisfied in their own selection that is consistent with our 
needs. It is an appeal to authority of the attractive power to lead to those passivity 
acquiescence which differed from the influence that requires a lot of power like hard 
power.                  
 The origin of soft power consists of these 3 main recourses according from Nye 
(2004), firstly is Culture, if a country's culture is consistent with the interests and values 
of other countries. Such a culture will be most likely become the country's soft power. It 
will be more multifold channel of chances in making soft power. Whether by trade, 
visiting, communications or exchange and so on.        
 Secondly is the political values, if such countries are political values consistent 
with other countries, the country's soft power will be enhanced. On the other hand, if 
the value of such is contrary to the values of other countries, clearly soft power of the 
country will be reduced. For example, the United States in the 1950s is still apartheid 
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